Abstract In this work, the vulnerability of an unreinforced masonry building, evaluated on the one hand by using the incremental dynamic analysis, and on the other hand by using nine representative non-linear static incremental procedures, is compared. For comparison reasons among the different non-linear static procedures, the obtained incremental dynamic analyses results are used as reference values. The aim of this analysis is to evaluate the applicability and reliability of the diverse non-linear static procedures for unreinforced masonry buildings, and to propose modifications oriented to improve their use in this typology of structures. For this purpose, a fully representative unreinforced masonry building of the dominating building type in the Eixample district of Barcelona, is analyzed. Furthermore, the conditional spectrum approach procedure has been applied with the aim to conveniently define the seismic demand. Regarding the definition of the fragility curves, two different methodologies were used for each non-linear static procedure and incremental dynamic analyzes. Subsequently, the corresponding damage indices as well as the damage curves were calculated and compared for the different considered peak ground acceleration values. The results of this comparison seem to confirm that the damage curves obtained by performing the NSP and by applying the Risk-UE methodology overestimate the damage corresponding to low values of the PGA and underestimate the damage for higher values of the PGA.
Introduction
To evaluate the seismic vulnerability of existing buildings and based on the knowledge level of the parameters of interest (e.g., geometric characteristics, mechanical properties and structural details), a number of methods have been developed and incorporated in different guidelines, among which we can mention GNDT (GNDT 1994; Bernardini 2000) , Risk-UE (Lagomarsino et al. 2003; Giovinazzi and Lagomarsino 2002) , HAZUS (FEMA/ NIBS 1999; HAZUS 2012) and GEM (D'Ayala et al. 2015) .
The early methods are based on the classification of the structural behavior obtained from the observation, analysis and assessment of damaged buildings hit by earthquakes. Expert opinion is taken into consideration as an important aspect of these practices. An example of these approaches is the vulnerability index (Benedetti and Petrini 1984; Barbat et al. 1996 Barbat et al. , 2010 Lantada et al. 2009 ), in which the seismic action is defined by means of a macroseismic intensity (EMS-98 1998) , and the structural response is classified using the weighted sum of numerical values given to structural and non-structural parameters that play an important role in the seismic behavior of the structure.
Another group of methods is based on a static approach to the seismic performance of the building. These methods define the seismic action through an elastic or inelastic response spectra, and the performance of the building is described in terms of the capacity curve which is calculated from a non-linear static incremental analysis.
Different methodologies based on the capacity curve have been proposed. These methodologies involve simple techniques that can be implemented with relative ease to estimate the building's performance.
Recently, with the rapid development of the computational methods and computing processors, a methodology known as the incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) has become of common use to evaluate the dynamic behavior of structures subjected to seismic actions defined by means of acceleration time histories. The method was developed by Vamvatsikos and Cornell (2002) , and aims to obtain a measurement of the structural damage corresponding to the successive increments of the intensity of the seismic action, obtained by scaling ground motion records through a range of different peak ground acceleration (PGA) values. For each PGA increment, the dynamic response of the building is described through a kinematic control variable which usually consists of a maximum displacement measured, for example, at the roof of the building.
The work carried out in this paper compares the vulnerability and expected damage of an unreinforced masonry (URM) building evaluated by the IDA approach, and by different Non-linear Static Procedures (NSPs). The results obtained from the IDA will be used as reference values in the comparison with the results of six selected NSPs which have been chosen due to their importance, acceptance and applicability. The aim of this analysis is to evaluate the relevance and reliability of the NSPs applied to URM buildings, and to propose, if possible and in some cases, modifications oriented to improve their use within this type of structures.
The URM building analyzed in this study is fully representative of the dominating building type for the period from 1890 to 1940 in the Eixample district of the city of Barcelona (Spain). This typology consists of bearing walls of solid clay bricks connected by floors solved with unidirectional slabs of iron beams covered by brick vaults.
The aim of this work is to compare different static procedures and, in order to avoid additional uncertainties in the analysis associated to the materials and geometry, a deterministic approach was undertaken using specific values for these variables in the studied building.
Regarding the geometric variability, the number of storeys and the storey height were strictly regulated by the council building ordinances at the time. Garcia Espuche (1990), Busquets et al. (2009) , Centre de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona (CCCB). Thus, it can be stated that the analyzed building is fully representative of the typology of URM buildings of seven levels corresponding to the construction period of interest .
The conditional spectrum approach procedure (Abrahamson and Al Atik 2010; Jayaram et al. 2011; NIST 2011 ) was applied to select six horizontal acceleration components from the PEER earthquake database (PEER 2011), matching the site-specific target response spectrum corresponding to the soil type II of the city of Barcelona. For soil types description see, for instance, (Lantada et al. 2009 ).
The structural analyses are then performed for the different NSPs and the IDA, and their corresponding fragility functions and damage curves are obtained for the six scaled ground motions for two different intensity measures (IMs): the spectral displacement, S d , and the PGA. The soil-structure interaction (see for instance Pecker 2007) has not been considered in this work.
Method

Earthquake scenario
According to the handbook of the European project RISK-UE (Milutinovic et al. 2003) , two methods can be applied for the seismic hazard assessment depending on the parameters to be used to define the seismic demand: macroseismic intensity or spectral values, respectively (Lantada et al. 2009 ). Both approaches can be carried out for deterministic and probabilistic scenarios.
For the purpose of this work, the spectral values method and a deterministic scenario for the expected ground-shaking in the City of Barcelona were chosen. The deterministic scenario has been drawn up on the basis of two reference earthquakes: (a) The 1428 earthquake (Eastern Pyrenees) with an epicentral distance of 90 km, a MSK intensity of IX, and a focal depth of 10 km; and (b) The 1448 earthquake (Cardedeu in the nor-eastern Iberian coast) with an epicentral distance of 25 km, a MSK intensity of VIII, and a focal depth of 7 km (Susagna et al. 1999; Secanell et al. 2004) .
As a final result of the numerous studies performed for the seismic characterization and micro-zonation of Barcelona (Secanell et al. 1998 (Secanell et al. , 2004 Cid 1998) , an analytical formulation for the different 5 % damped response spectra corresponding to different soil types was developed by Irizarry et al. (2003) , allowing to represent reliable demand levels for the deterministic case (Fig. 1) . This is the formulation used in this article.
URM building and pushover analysis
Nowadays, the Eixample district of Barcelona has 247,418 inhabitants, a population density of 33,148 inhabitants/km 2 and 8658 buildings. Nearly 73 % of the buildings of the Eixample are URM buildings and, on average, they have seven stories. The average year of construction of all the buildings of the Eixample is 1931; because of this, a large number of masonry buildings are more than 100 years old (Lantada 2007) . Their architectural and structural features have been studied and modeled taking into account the guidelines and judgment of experts, the use of recent technical reports, original floor plans, architectural drawings and documents from the databases of the Council and the Architecture College of the City of Barcelona (Pujades et al. 2012; González-Drigo et al. 2015) . In some cases, this information was completed by performing noninvasive prospective researches (González-Drigo et al. 2008; Pérez-García et al. 2012) . The seismic performance of these URM buildings has also been the subject of other studies (González-Drigo et al. 2015) .
The representative URM building of Fig. 2 belongs to a block of aggregated buildings situated in Soil Zone II. It was constructed in 1934 and was chosen for this work because it summarizes the main characteristics of the URM buildings of the Eixample district. It has an open and clear base level with high ceilings, mainly used for commercial purposes (Fig. 2b) The upper stories are commonly used for housing, have a lower height and bearing walls with symmetrical openings in accordance to the central core of the structure (Fig. 3) .
In order to allow more open and wider spaces, the load on the base level is distributed through metallic beams and columns, avoiding therefore as much as possible, the presence of walls (Fig. 5) . For the upper levels (Figs. 3c, 5 ), the load is distributed via a load bearing walls system mainly conformed of: (1) façade walls, with a thickness of 45-60 cm at the stories, and (4) the internal load bearing walls, with a thickness of 10-15 cm. Depending on the width of the wall, a header or stretcher bond can be found in the brickwork, characterized with a 1 cm wide head joint. Big openings, usually found in the façade walls ( Fig. 3a) , were solved with metallic lintels and sometimes withy masonry arcs. For smaller openings, like windows and doors, the use of wood lintels was common. The floor system was mainly built with metallic girders, oriented in parallel with the shorter direction of the area to be covered, and separated by brick vaults with an opening of 70-80 cm. The presence of an additional compression layer on the top of the floor system was usual.
For the purpose of this work, the selected representative URM building was modeled as an isolated structure by using the TreMuri program , following the established criteria for the constitutive laws definition. The applied hysteretic law in this work (Fig. 4) considers the stiffness degrading (SD) with a low level of dissipation (associated with a plastic internal force, f y = 0.2) and a softening parameter = 0 (Gambarotta and Lagomarsino 1997; . Out-of-plane behavior/failure of the walls is not considered in this work.
There is an important variability of the mechanical properties of the materials used in these URM buildings. The main causes are the intrinsic variability in the properties of the mortar used at that time, the quality of the source materials used in the manufacturing of the bricks and the heterogeneities of the physical/environmental conditions during the process of brick firing [PIET-70 (1971) Table 1 .
Regarding the modal and the pushover analysis of the structure, a monotonic load pattern proportional to the first mode was assumed. The selected control node is located in the mass center of the roof level. The analysis was performed independently for the two main directions, ?X (parallel to the front façade/street) and ?Y (orthogonal to the front façade/street) (Fig. 5) .
Due to the box-behavior of this type of buildings, and that more than the 90 % of the mass is activated by the first three significant modes for each considered direction (X, Y), the influence of higher modes can be neglected, and, therefore, the structural behavior is predominantly influenced by the first mode (Barbat 1982; Priestley et al. 1996; Barbat et al. 2005; Fardis 2009 ). Lagomarsino (1997)] As it can be seen in Table 2 the behavior of the building is governed by the first mode in each direction, X and Y. 87.21 and 74.31 % of the mass is activated in X and Y directions, respectively.
Also a translational behavior can be observed in accordance with the corresponding importance factors (IF) for each direction, which represents the ratio between the involved mass in a specific direction and the total mass involved in all directions for each analyzed mode.
The selected NSPs for this comparison work share a common hypothesis where the structural behavior is mainly represented by the first vibration mode. The behavior of the studied building accomplishes this assumption. In the case of significant influence of higher modes, different variants or adaptations of the existing NSPs can be found in the literature (Kreslin and Fajfar 2012) .
For the purposes of this study, an average period of 0.54 s was used for the record selection algorithm (NIST 2011) which is explained in Sect. 2.3. The steps involved in the transformation of the Multiple Degree of Freedom (MDOF) system into a Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) system, and therefore, the factors needed for the conversion of the capacity curve (pushover curve) to the acceleration-displacement format, vary depending on the NSP to be applied. Capacity drops of the pushover curve are related to the increase of local damage in some specific walls. The capacity curves and the capacity spectra of the analyzed URM building are shown for both directions in Fig. 6 .
Record selection
The lack of damage data in Spain hampers the comparison between numerical predictions and observed damages. Additionally, the typology and demand of registered events in Spain do not match those expected in Barcelona.
The 5 % damped response spectra for Soil Zone II of Barcelona was considered as the site-specific target response spectrum for the selection of six non-scaled matching horizontal acceleration components obtained from the PEER earthquake database with the Conditional Spectrum (CS) approach (Abrahamson and Al Atik 2010; PEER 2011; Jayaram et al. 2011; NIST 2011) . These ground motion records, included in Table 3 , match the criteria of conditional mean and conditional variability for a specific selected period as it can be seen in Fig. 7 . The PEER database was preferred since the features of the accelerograms available in the Spanish database hamper the fulfillment of the requirements of the selection method. Synthetic records were not considered since an appropriate number of records were obtained from the PEER database.
The CS method allows to select a set of ground motions whose response spectra (in log scale) individually match the probabilistically generated response spectrum, obtained by performing a Monte-Carlo simulation from a target distribution (Jayaram et al. 2011; NIST 2011) . In contrast to other matching procedures, the CS approach includes not only the matching of a target mean, but also the matching of a target variance.
The similarity of the target with the selected ground motion spectra of Fig. 7 is measured using the sum of the squared errors. The matching can also be improved by means of a ''greedy'' optimization method that replaces each previously selected ground motion by another one from the database (if any) that reduces the differences between the sample and target means and variances. 
Incremental dynamic analysis
The incremental dynamic analysis (IDA), proposed by Vamvatsikos and Cornell (2002), allows to estimate the structural performance under seismic loads in a systematic way. It can be performed either for a single or for several ground motion records in order to take into account the variability of the demand. Accordingly, the structural model is subjected to one (or more) ground motion record(s), scaled to different PGA values, thus producing one (or more) curve(s) of response, parameterized versus the scaled spectral acceleration values (Fig. 8) . For each incremental value of PGA, the corresponding dynamic response of the building is calculated in function of a control variable, usually the maximum displacement measured, for example, at the roof of the building. In this study, the six previously described ground motion records (Table 3) were used in order to perform the IDA calculations. The selected range of spectral accelerations was set between 0.01 and 0.29 g. IDAs were performed with the TreMuri program while MATLAB (The MathWorks 2009b) was used for the post-processing and comparison of results.
Non-linear static procedures and performance point
The non-linear static procedures (NSPs) are intended to provide a simplified approach to evaluate the nonlinear response behavior of a structure. There are currently different incremental NSPs. Few of them have been recently developed, others are contemporary methodologies, some of which have been adapted and improved Fajfar (1999), FEMA-440/ ATC-55 (2005), C.S.LL.PP (2008) . Technical codes and guidelines related to building construction, design, retrofitting and safety, incorporate these NSPs (ATC-40 1996; Eurocode-8-1 2004; FEMA-440/ATC-55 2005) . Despite of the conceptual and procedure differences, all the NSPs have common basis and objectives. In summary, two stages in these procedures can be distinguished: (a) the capacity computation, and (b) the evaluation of the seismic demand. In the first stage, the NSPs are all based on pushover analysis. According to their corresponding rules, the representation of the capacity of the structure in the acceleration-displacement format and its equivalent bilinear representation are obtained from the capacity (pushover) curve and modal analysis parameters for each NSP. Thus, the equivalent bilinear representation of the capacity spectrum is specifically related to the selected NSP. Table 3 includes the parameters obtained from the bilinear representation of the capacity spectrum for each NSP shown in Fig. 9 .
In the second stage, each NSP undertake a different process for the evaluation of the demand in accordance with their corresponding guidelines, obtaining a damped elastic or inelastic response spectra for each ground motion record, as appropriate. Once the capacity and the demand format has been homogenized following a standardized process, each NSP calculate the performance point following its own specific rules that will be summarized next. The Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM): originally proposed by Freeman et al. (1975) , it is contained in the ATC-40 (1996) guidelines. The method proposes three different procedures that mainly differ in the way to obtain the solutions: mathematically or graphically. The first procedure, called Procedure A, is used in this work. The reduction of the 5 % damped elastic response spectrum is performed through the spectral reduction factors for velocity (SRV) and acceleration (SRA). The procedure was proposed for concrete structures and considers an hysteretic factor, K, that takes into account three different hysteretic behaviors for the structure and its components, from a perfect behavior to a deficient one (K1-K3, respectively). The multi-linear representation of the capacity is obtained through a bilinear representation that equals the area behind the capacity curve, maintaining the initial stiffness in the elastic branch. The performance point is calculated by means of an iterative process which involves the calculation of a new bilinear representation, and hence new reduction factors for each trial point. The ATC-55 procedure is contained in the document FEMA-440/ATC-55 (2005) . This procedure is an improvement of the ATC-40 (1996) guidelines for concrete structures.
The main changes correspond to damping and demand reduction factors. The method presents two main sub-procedures, the Acceleration-Displacement Response Spectrum (ADRS) procedure, and the Modified Acceleration-Displacement Response Spectrum (MADRS). The demand is also calculated from the 5 % damped elastic response spectrum. The calculation of the bilinear representation remains the same as in the ATC-40 procedure. The N2 method (N2): proposed by Fajfar (1999) . This procedure has evolved and changed in order to take into account higher modes, asymmetric structures, among other aspects. The procedure proposes an elastic-plastic bilinear representation for the capacity, and an inelastic response spectrum for the demand. The bilinear representation considers the spectral displacement/acceleration corresponding to the maximum base shear as the ultimate point of the capacity. This procedure does not consider the possibility of occurrence of hardening or softening for the inelastic branch. The EuroCode 8 (EC8) method. The original method included in EC8 was the N2 procedure (Fajfar 1999); nevertheless, it has suffered some modifications mostly in the elastic-plastic bilinear representation for capacity (Eurocode The performance points of the URM building for both directions of analysis have been calculated by means of the six NSPs (Table 4) , each one of them performed by using the six selected ground motion records detailed in Table 3 and scaled for different PGA values (11 in total). The calculations for the IDA method were previously shown in Fig. 8 . In order to allow a summarized view of the results, the mean curves corresponding to the different NSPs calculations are shown, combined with the mean curve of the IDAs computations, for both directions (Figs. 10, 11 ).
Fragility and damage curves 3.1 Fragility
The assessment of the building behavior requires the definition of different damage limit states, whose calculation and number vary according to the selected methodology to be applied. The ?Y direction results of the ATC-40 procedure with an hysteretic factor K2 have been chosen to exemplify this section.
For this work, the method exposed in the RISK-UE project (Milutinovic and Trendafiloski 2003) was used, and four damage limit states were specified-slight (ds 1 ), moderate (ds 2 ), severe (ds 3 ) and complete (ds 4 )- Grünthal (1998) , Faccioli and Cauzzi (2006) , Barbat et al. (2008) . These damage limit states are calculated in terms of the yielding point, [Sd y , Sa y ], and ultimate point [Sd u , Sa u ] , obtained from the bilinear representation of the capacity of the structure in the acceleration-displacement format ( Fig. 8; Table 3 ). A fifth no-damage limit state is also implicitly defined (ds 0 ).
Fragility curves represent the probability of reaching or exceeding a specific damage limit state in terms of a selected intensity measure parameter (IM). For the purpose of this work, the spectral displacement, Sd, and the PGA were both selected as the intensity measure parameters. For the no-damage limit state, the fragility curve is trivially equal to one, and for the other defined damage limit states it is assumed that fragility curves follow a lognormal cumulative distribution, which is an adequate option taking into account the physics that undergoes the degrading process (Keneddy et al. 1980) . 
where P(ds i | IM) is the probability that a given IM causes the structure to reach the damage state ds i , is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, IM dsi , is the mean value of the fragility function, and b dsi is the standard deviation of lnIM (Lantada et al. 2009; Baker 2014 Baker , 2015 . In the process undertaken in this section, the yielding and ultimate points have been calculated by performing a specific NSP. Afterwards, both points determine the damage thresholds that have been obtained through the relationships detailed in the RISK-UE project. Therefore, we have as much damage thresholds sets as NSP we use.
Spectral displacement, Sd, as IM
For the case in which the spectral displacement is selected as IM, the mean value of the corresponding fragility curve for each damage state is obtained from the capacity spectrum using simplifying assumptions: (a) the seismic damage of the buildings follows a binomial probability distribution (Table 5) or an equivalent beta distribution and (b) it is assumed that the probability of exceeding a specific damage state when the building reaches its corresponding threshold spectral displacement is 50 %. Consequently, these damage thresholds are represented by the mean values Sd dsi . The damage thresholds (Fig. 12a) are calculated by using the following relations: Sd 1 = 0.7ÁSd y ; Sd 2 = Sd y ; Sd 3 = Sd y ? 0.25 Á (Sd u -Sd y ) and Sd 4 = Sd u .
The standard deviation, b dsi , is obtained through a least squares fit of the fragility function to the computed exceedance probabilities, thus completely defining the fragility curves (Fig. 12b) .
Therefore, the corresponding spectral displacements obtained from the IDAs and the different NSPs can be used as inputs into their corresponding fragility curves (Fig. 12b) , allowing to obtain the probability of each damage limit state at that point P(ds i ), where i = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4).
Peak ground acceleration, PGA, as IM
When PGA is selected as IM, the estimation of the fragility functions is carried out by means of the Multiple Stripes Analysis (MSA) procedure (Jalayer and Cornel 2009; Peng et al. 2012; Baker 2014 Baker , 2015 . Once a NSP has been selected, the yielding and ultimate points and the corresponding damage thresholds are calculated as detailed in Sect. 3.1.1. So far, no dynamic analysis has been performed. Then, for each considered PGA j , the probability of occurrence of a determined damage state is calculated by the binomial distribution, through the computation of the fraction of ground motion records (Fig. 12c ) in which the damage state in question is reached (Eq. 2).
Pðx j occurences in n j ground motionsÞ ¼ n j x j
where x j is the number of occurrences, n j is the number of ground motions, P(ds i ) j is the probability of occurrence of the analyzed damage state in the structure due to a ground motion scaled to the PGA j , as defined in Eq. (1). The method of maximum likelihood (Eq. 3) is then used to fit this data in order to obtain the fragility function that better reproduces the results from the structural analyses for that damage state (highest probability of having observed them). For the total number of selected PGAs, k, the Likelihood of the data is obtained from the product of the j binomial probabilities, Q . Substituting Eq. (1) in the likelihood function for multiple PGAs leads to Eq. (3), which is maximized in order to obtain the fragility function parameters (Fig. 12d) . 
A detailed explanation on the use of the MSA methodology and the computation of fragility functions can be found in Baker (2015) .
In the process undertaken in this section, the yielding and ultimate points have been calculated by performing a specific NSP. Afterwards, both points determine the damage thresholds that have been obtained through the relationships detailed in the RISK-UE project. Accordingly, the fragility curves depend on the results of the IDA and on the specific NSP used to determine the damage thresholds used to perform the MSA, as well. This means that the calculated fragility curves are not intrinsic of the IDA but, on the contrary, these curves depends on the parameters calculated by using each NSP.
In consequence, the fragility curves depend on the specific NSP used to determine the damage thresholds used to perform the MSA, as well as on the used spectral displacements. In turn, these displacements can be given by the performance points for the NSPs, or by the maximum displacements for the IDAs. Therefore, two sets of fragility curves are obtained from the same damage thresholds.
Damage
The procedure used to model and, subsequently, to evaluate the capacity of the buildings, determines the suitable damage index to quantify the accumulated damage by the structure. In our case, the buildings are modeled using macro-elements, and their capacity is evaluated on the basis of an equivalent SDOF system. In consequence, only global response quantities and rough estimations of the global damage can be calculated (Kappos 1997) . Therefore, the damage index (DI), also known as the mean damage (d m ) value (normalized), has been selected to compute the vulnerability curves. It works as an indicator of the global expected damage of the structure for the selected IM and it is also used to generate seismic risk scenarios in urban areas. The main characteristic of this value is the ease and prompt evaluation of the seismic behavior of the structures. It can be defined from the probabilities calculated previously for the fragility curves, allowing to obtain the so-called vulnerability curves, which plot the expected damage index of the different values of the selected IM (Fig. 13) .
where DI is the damage index, n is the number of non-null damage states, P(ds i ) is the probability that a damage state i occurs, where i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4; and d m is the mean damage. With regard to the latter, this damage index DI is a quantity in the range [0, 1], so that the value of 0 is associated to the absence of damage in the structure, while the value of 1 (100 %) is associated to complete damage (full or not-repairable damage). Depending on the selected intensity measure parameter (the spectral displacement, Sd, or the PGA) two different sets of fragility curves were built above. Consequently, two sets of damage curves will be defined depending on the chosen intensity measure parameter.
Spectral displacement, Sd, as IM
For each NSP and for each ground motion, a (S d vs DI) vulnerability curve (Fig. 13a) is obtained from Eq. (4). Given a specific NSP and for each scaled ground motion, the spectral displacement of the performance point is calculated. This performance point is related to the PGA to which has been scaled the selected ground motion. Consequently, a DI related to this performance point and, subsequently, related to the PGA of the considered scaled ground motion, is calculated. Following this procedure it is possible to assemble a (PGA vs DI) vulnerability curve (Fig. 13b) for each ground motion and by using the information included in the (S d vs DI) vulnerability curve.
Peak ground acceleration, PGA, as IM
When PGA is chosen as the IM parameter, the (PGA vs DI) vulnerability curves (Fig. 13c) can be directly obtained by using Eq. (4) in order to get the probabilities from the corresponding fragility curves calculated in Sect. 3.1.2 on the basis of the MSA. As we detailed there, the obtained damage curves depend not only on the results of the IDA, but also on the undertaken NSP. 
Results
The fragility and damage curves for the IDA approach for both of the selected IM were defined through the bilinear parameters of each NSP. This means that the fragility and damage curves obtained for the IDA approach depend on those parameters and, consequently, those curves are not independent of the NSP. The latter leads to obtain as much sets of IDA fragility and vulnerability curves as NSP are considered for the comparison. In order to obtain a single damage curve for the IDA, intrinsic to the IDA and independent of any NSP, the parameters (displacements) corresponding to the yielding and ultimate points are calculated from the analysis of the base shear time-history for each PGA of the IDA. Hence, the curve (PGA vs V base_max ) is built. The successive drops of Fig. 14 (d Roof = 2 and 5 cm) may be attributed to similar reasons explained above for the drops observed in Figs. 6 and 9. Moreover, in this case the first drop is linked to the yielding of the building while the second one may be attributed to a significant and abrupt decrease of the ductile behavior of the building. For PGA values in which the building behavior remains in the elastic domain, the slope of the (PGA vs V base_max ) curve remains practically uniform. As the building accumulates damage, shifting from elastic to inelastic domain, the slope of the (PGA vs V base_max ) curve changes significantly. This results in a change of the first derivative for a PGA, which is identified as the yielding point. With respect to the ultimate point, the same criteria can be applied in some cases, so the ultimate point is associated with the next significant change in the first derivative of the curve (Fig. 14a) . Alternatively, the ultimate point can be evaluated by applying a criteria limiting the ductility. In any case, the yielding and ultimate points can be identified from the curve (d roof_max vs V base ), being the roof displacements related to the PGAs (Fig. 14b) . The conversion factors computed for the MDOF system are then used to calculate the yielding and ultimate points in spectral format. Then, these points are used to obtain the fragility curves by using the MSA procedure described in Sect. 3, and by using the PGA as IM. This lead to fragility curves completely intrinsic to the IDA and independent of any NSP. Afterwards, the (PGA vs DI) vulnerability curves can be directly obtained by using Eq. (4) in order to get the damage state exceedance probabilities from the corresponding fragility curves. This damage curve, in this work is referred to as base shear (BS) curve.
A full comparison of the damage curves for ?X and ?Y directions are shown in Figs. 15 and 16 respectively. The Fig. 15a1 shows the damage curves obtained applying the RISK-UE methodology for each NSPs and by using the spectral displacement Sd as intensity measure parameter IM. By applying each NSP, the limit damage states were calculated, and the fragility curves have been built by using the spectral displacement Sd as IM. Each a b
Fig. 14 Selection of the yielding and ultimate points for the IDA. Ground motion 1, ?Y direction ground motion scaled to a specific PGA, allows obtaining the corresponding performance point through an iterative process. This allows to link each calculated performance point to a PGA. Thus, it is possible to calculate the damage index DI related to each calculated performance point which is in turn associated with a value of PGA. This lead to obtain the damage curves. As it can be seen, the results of the IDA are not involved in this process. In Fig. 15a2 , if compared to the previous case (Fig. 15a1) , a variant regarding the calculation of the performance point has been introduced. In this case, the same fragility curves have been used but the performance point associated with each PGA was not calculated by using the iterative process included in the NSPs. Alternatively, the maximum displacement obtained for each IDA was used as performance point. Therefore, this is a mixed procedure that combines the results of the RISK-UE methodology for each NSP (obtaining fragility curves) with the results of IDA (determining the performance point). It is also important to point out that the figure includes a new curve (BS). This curve represents the damage curve intrinsic to the IDA by using the spectral displacement Sd as IM. This means that this curve is obtained by using the fragility curves calculated according to the RISK-UE methodology, but, using as yielding point and ultimate point those points obtained following the procedure described earlier in this section. Therefore, for the BS curve, the limit damage states do not depend on NSPs.
The Fig. 15b1 shows the damage curves obtained applying the RISK-UE methodology for each NSPs and by using the PGA as intensity measure parameter IM. This means that for each NSP, the limits damage state were defined based on the calculation of the yielding point and the ultimate point as each NSP proposes. But, once the limit damage states are defined, the fragility curves were obtained by performing the MSA methodology described in Sect. 3.1.2.
In Fig. 15b2 , if compared to the previous case (Fig. 15b1) , the same variant regarding the calculation of the performance point has been introduced and also the MSA methodology was applied to calculate the fragility curves. However, the performance point associated with each PGA was not calculated by using the iterative process included in the NSPs. Alternatively, the maximum displacement obtained for each IDA was used as performance point. As it has been done in Fig. 15a2 , a new damage curve (BS) has been added in Fig. 15b2 and it represents the intrinsic damage curve obtained by using the PGA as IM. This means that this curve is obtained by calculating the fragility curves applying the MSA methodology and by using as yielding point and ultimate point to define the damage limit states, those points obtained following the procedure described at the beginning of this section. Consequently, this is the first damage curve completely independent of any NSP.
Following the structure and the discussion carried out in Fig. 15 , the same explanation and reasoning can be applied to the analyses performed in the direction ?Y. The results are exposed in Fig. 16 .
Discussion and conclusions
The correct selection and subsequent processing of the ground motion records to be used in any analysis is a task that requires special care. The results obtained are quite sensitive to the process used for the selection of seismic records. For this reason, the consideration of the fundamental period of the building as well as other aspects make the conditional spectrum approach an appropriate option to select the ground motion records that represent the seismic demand.
The definition of the damage limit states depend on the calculation of the yielding and ultimate points whose values vary from one NSP to another. In this work, and once defined the damage limit states, two different methodologies, the RISK-UE and the MSA, are used to obtain the fragility curves which in turn led to the damage curves.
Regarding the conventional NSP (for ?X direction: Fig. 15a1, a2) , the damage curves obtained applying the procedures DLIV, N2 and NTC are comparable since their bilinear representations are very similar. This is not the case for the EC8 procedure in the ?X direction, whose elastic stiffness of its bilinear curve is appreciably lower than the rest due to the process undertaken in this procedure for evaluating the yielding point. The ATC-40 and ATC-55 procedures present, in general, lower values of the damage indices if compared with the previously mentioned group of procedures. The main difference lays in the iterative process undertaken to calculate the performance point. In the case of the ATCs procedures, this process includes modifying the damped elastic response spectrum to be used, while the preceding procedures use the 5 % damped inelastic spectrum obtained in accordance to the ductility and the stiffness coefficient of the inelastic domain.
The damage curves calculated for each NSP through the methodology detailed in the RISK-UE (for ?X direction: Fig. 15a1, a2) , present an asymptotic trend as the PGA is increased. So in this case, even for great values of the PGA, the damage index of 100 % is not reached. Alternatively, the obtained damage curves performing the MSA (for ?X direction: Fig. 15b1, b2) generate, as the PGA increases, damage indices higher than those obtained applying the RISK-UE methodology. In this case it is even possible to reach, given a great value of the PGA, a 100 % of damage index. This behavior is observed in both analyzed directions.
For both methods, RISK-UE and MSA, the trend shown above is not completely followed by two subprocedures of the ATC-55 and the K1 hysteretic factor subprocedure of the ATC-40. The latter can be related to the use of highly damped elastic response spectra, as well as to the iterative procedure included in both subprocedures, which differs from the other NSPs. The factors involved in the calculation process were established from observations and experimental data from the analysis of damage in reinforced concrete structures. Therefore, it would be necessary to introduce some specific modifications of these factors with the aim of adapting the ATC procedures to URM structures and to better represent their behavior.
The observed irregularities in some of the damage curves are caused by the use of a non-homogeneous PGA sampling as well as by the use of six different ground motions records. The use of an homogeneous and higher PGA sampling rates, and the use of more ground motion records would smooth these irregularities in those damage curves.
The damage curves obtained by using the Sd as IM and performing the Risk-UE methodology (for ?X direction: Fig. 15a1, a2) show an asymptotic trend of the damage index when the PGA increases. On the contrary, this trend is not achieved by the damage curves obtained by using the PGA as IM and the MSA methodology (for ?X direction: Fig. 15b1, b2) . Moreover, in this case, for low values of the PGA, the damage indices are lower than those obtained by performing the Risk-UE methodology and, for higher values of the PGA, the damage indices clearly increase and go over the presumed asymptotic tendency.
In this context, the BS damage curve, obtained by using the PGA as IM and performing the MSA methodology (Fig. 15b2 , for ?X direction and Fig. 16b2 , for ?Y direction) is independent of any parameter obtained in the NSP and can be considered as intrinsic to the IDA. Accordingly, this curve can be considered as a reference damage curve when dynamic analyzes are available. In this study, the comparison of this reference curve with damage curves obtained by performing the NSP and by applying the Risk-UE methodology seems indicate that the NSP indexes overestimate the damage corresponding to low values of the PGA and underestimate the damage for higher values of the PGA. This trend is followed by all NSP.
The procedures calibrated for reinforced concrete structures are not completely transferable to unreinforced masonry buildings. An additional analytical and experimental work with elements and unreinforced masonry structures is needed to provide more accurate performance and reduction parameters. It is suitable taking with caution the results of the different NSP for unreinforced masonry buildings which have been widely used in the literature. Consequently, a main conclusion should be to use with caution NSP with unreinforced masonry buildings since the results may not be conservative in damage assessment studies, especially when significant values of the PGA are reached.
Among other effects, some can be identified as responsible of the evidenced differences: (1) The use of reduction methods initially parameterized for reinforced concrete buildings; (2) The spectral displacements are higher in the IDA due to the possible intervention of higher modes during the analysis and due to the presence of irregularities. These aspects, probably, collaborates in the IDA, while, on the contrary, they are not involved in the NSP.
